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Vision 

Vision To become a renowned center of outcome based learning, and work towards academic, professional,               
cultural and social enrichment of the lives of individuals and communities. 

 

 Mission 

● Focus on evaluation of learning outcomes and motivate students to inculcate research aptitude by              
project based learning  

● Identify based on informed perception of Indian, regional and global needs, areas of focus and               
provide platform to gain knowledge and solutions. 

● Offer opportunities for interaction between academia and industry. 
● Develop human potential to its fullest extent so that intellectually capable and imaginatively gifted              

leaders can emerge in a range of professions. 

 

Purview and responsibilities of SD Cell would be as follows 

1. SD Cell must motivate and encourage students to participate in technical events conducted by              
organizations of national repute according to interest of students. 

2. SD Cell is also authorized to approve of attendance of students who will be participating in the                 
events. 

3. SD Cell can also recommend for reimbursement of expenses incurred by students, if the outcome is                
of worth. 

4. SD Cell would also manage notice board for updating students for upcoming events. 
5. SD Cell would also conduct workshops, guest lectures, industrial tours etc. to hone skills of               

students on regular basis. 
6. Record of all events i.e. photographs, achievements, documents must be retained with SD Cell. 
7. A student council would be formed by SD Cell. This council would comprise members from each                

class. 
 

 

 

 



Activities organized in the session 2019-20 

National and International Days 

1. Engineers day 

“Engineering is not merely knowing and being knowledgeable; engineering is not merely knowing the              
possession of the capacity to get elegant solutions to not existence.” This quote clearly signifies the hard                 
work done by all engineers and to identify these works, each year 15 September is celebrated as                 
“Engineers Day” to commemorate the birthday of Mokshagundam Visvesvarava. On this occasion all             
department of JECRC foundation organized various technical non-technical events. IT department           
conducted a quiz as well as a LAN gaming event for its students.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



  

2. Teacher’s Day 
On the occasion of teacher's day, few activities were organized by "Theos club" of Civil               
Engineering in which teachers of the department was invited and many fun activities were              
done by them. The students also perform few poetries and songs. 

  

  

 

 

 



 

3. 73rd Independence Day 
 

JECRC celebrated 73RD Independence Day with lot of zeal, enthusiasm and patriotism in our              
hearts. The chief guest Prof. S.N Gupta Senior Advisor JECRC, hoisted the National flag followed               
by the National Anthem. Chief Guest than addressed the faculties & students with his kind words                
and the importance of freedom for upcoming generations and how we can contribute towards the               
growth of our Country. After the speech patriotic songs were sung by the students and the function                 
ended with a happy note. 

 

 

4. Induction Day 1st August 2019 
 

Embarking upon the journey of most memorable four years of one's life, the new students were                
extremely joyous to see elaborate preparations for their welcome. With a flower-decked entrance to              
give a fragrant welcome, they stepped in the campus with a bright tilak. The delight deepened                
when senior students rewarded them with batches of #nowjecrcian, truly assimilating them in the   
JECRC family. To keep them reminded of the fact that they are here to leave a mark, imprints                  
oftheir hands were secured. Campus visit and group photographs sealed this deal of first college               
day excitement. 
College life is a very crucial part of one's life and to begin it with bundles of blessings an induction                    
ceremony for the students was conducted in JECRC campus. With the lamp lightning by              
honorable Dr.Vinay Chandna, Principal, JECRC Foundation, Shir Arpit Agrawal, Director JECRC           
Foundation, Placement head Shri Mukt Bihari, Shri Amit Agarwal, Director, JECRC University,            
Rajasthan, Distinguished alumni Mr Pranav Chaturvedi and students coming from various states of             
the country , the event was graciously commenced. 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

5. New Year Celebrations 

Stories to write, Stories which harmoniously will sing the chorus of our life.             
To begin the new one, JECRC started its journey with lots of laughter, songs of smiles, games for                  
fun and a rollercoaster of memories. All the respected dignitaries, faculty members and staff              
members participated zealously and ardently to pen down a beautiful start of their stories. 
The beginning of 2020 was certainly one of the momentous memory of JECRC Family. . 
There is no greater sense of achievement than celebrating a successful year with one's mentor and                
guide. JECRC staff members shared a gala time with Shri Amit Agarwal and Shri Arpit Agarwal,                
Directors-JECRC Foundation. From head of departments to technical staff, and from faculties to             
the caretakers of campus; all were filled with immense joy as they bade adieu to the past year and                   
welcomed 2020 with open arms. With a wide range of games and fun activities which witnessed                
inspiring participation of Amit Sir and Arpit Sir, the entire fraternity of JECRC was thrilled to be                 
joined by them in the celebrations. Any ounce of doubt about the upcoming year's auspiciousness               
was removed with the motivating presence of JECRC Directors who urged the staff to maintain               
this energy throughout the year. The grand festivity nurtured the drive for success and fulfilment               
among all. We thank Amit Sir and Arpit Sir to stir the joy and pool the JECRC campus with                   
delight and we wish everyone a very Happy New Year! 

 



 

             



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. 70th Constitution Day 
 

The prime aim of education is to create citizens that contribute in the progress of the nation. On                  
26th November, the 70th Constitution Day of India, JECRC promoted this aim and extended its               
effect on the students. Imparting knowledge about the world's largest most well-written            
constitution and the understanding of the principles of Dr. BR Ambedkar made JECRCians aware              
about their rights and duties. Faculty members and students pledged to be law abiding citizens of                
society and promote the principles of equality, fraternity and justice among all Indians. JECRC              
wishes to uphold the ideals of the nation and build a strong generation for tomorrow, and thus                 
continues to impart every value to the students. 

 

 



 

 

7. Vishwakarma Jayanti 
 

JECRC Mechanical department celebrated Vishwakarma Jayanti on 17 Sept.It is a day of             
celebration for Vishwakarma,god, the divine architect. He is considered as swayambhu and creator             
of the world. He constructed the holy city of Dwarka where Krishna ruled, the Maya Sabha of the                  
Pandavas, and was the creator of many fabulous weapons for the gods. He is also called the divine                  
carpenter, is mentioned in the Rig Veda, and is credited with Sthapatya Veda, the science of                
mechanics and architecture. 

 
 



 

 

       Social Activities 

1. Cleanliness Drive on 2nd Oct 2019 
Department Of Civil engineering organized a cleanliness drive on 2nd Oct 2019, On the              
Auspicious Occasion of 150th Birth of Father of our nation Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi             
and Birth of former Prime Minister Lal Bahadur Shastri. The Students and faculties cleaned              
the whole block and they also took an oath to keep their surroundings clean and to inspire                 
others also for a better and healthier environment. 

 



 
 

 
 

2. Suhasini (An Initiative to save the smile of Girl child) 
 

Suhasini has left no stone unturned to give its best. Once again Team suhasini showed that                 
everything can be achieved if desired from whole heart. Team Suhasini celebrated the auspicious              
occasion of National girl child day in a very special way with the children of Haldighati, Shri ram                  
ki Nangal School and Manav seva trust. Kind words of Mr. O.P Jain sir (Senior Advisor -JECRC),                 
Prof. Dr. V. K. Chandna sir (Principal - JECRC), Dr. Kamalini Dravid (Program Director -WCD)               
Mr. Anil Jha (Principal- Badi ka bas school),Mrs.Shweta Chaudhary (PET- Shri ram ki nangal              
school) on Women Empowerment made our day even more special and unforgettable one with              
the Astronomy Presentation by Mr. Harshul Gupta and Storytelling by Tickling Tales. At last the               
event was summed up with memento distribution. 



 

 
 
 

3. Zarurat - Joy Of Giving Week 
Thousands of candles can be lighted from a single candle, and the life of the candle will not be                   
shortened. Happiness never decreases by being shared. Substantiating the quotation of lord            
buddha, Team Zarurat, an incredible social enterprise of JECRC Foundation working           
overwhelmingly for sprinkling their motto of spreading smiles and embracing innocence           
conducted 'Joy of Giving Week'. 
Assisting, Amusing and Appreciating the presence and potential of innocent children was done and              
dusted with full vehemence and exuberance. JECRC all heartedly congratulates and confers its             
reverence and contentment for a great success of such an amazing event by team ZARURAT. 

 



 

 



4. Aashayein- Felicitation Day 
 

The day of gratitude, that’s what we call the Felicitation Day of the Super              
Heroes/Sheroes of Aashayein as we get together to honor these brave hearts who have              
over the span of last one year changed the fortunes of many families by giving their                
members the gift of life. This very special event was graced by the auspicious presence               
of Hon’ble Chairman, JECRC Foundation, Sh. O. P. Agrawal, Shri. Ravi Kalra,            
Founder, The Earth Saviours Foundation and Mr. Sharad Vivek Sagar, CEO &            
Founder, Dexterity Global. The dignitaries appreciated this noble effort of the students            
of JECRC and thanked them for being vigilant about their social responsibilities.            
Felicitation Day of Team Aashayein also witnessed members of the beneficiary           
families sharing their experiences. The students who donated blood platelets in the last             
one year were decorated with a memento. This year also witnessed a steep hike in the                
number of female blood donors and the same were graced by a certificate of              
appreciation. We thank Team Aashayein for their wonderful contribution to the           
society. With the anticipation of serving humanity and persisting the deed of saving             
lives, Aashayein - The Life Saviours, with the help of Rotary Club Jaipur, organized              
the Blood Donation Camp at JECRC Foundation, JECRC University, Shri Ram ki            
Nangal village and few more centres on 21st September 2019 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 



 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 



 
 
 
 

5. Soch 
Not often does a situation arts, when you’re totally ball by your very own achievements.               
Something very similar happened to SOCH on the 50th and list of August, when SOCH               
opened it’s recruitment Close to 200 applications, which left the previous record way             
behind and created a new milestone in SOCH’s hiring history. The serve and anticipation of               
being in the quintessential group of the institute was palpable in the freshens, and the whole                
process of recruitments couldn’t’ have been more engaging and fruitions. Copped by some             
astonishing performances and a surprise visit from recently graduate members of the            
social group, the   whole process without a doubt was a monumental success. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



      Student Career Counseling 
 

1. Career Guidance Seminar 
A Career Guidance Seminar was also organized by the department of civil            
engineering for the students. The lecture was taken by Mr. Jitendra Tiwari. His             
name is registered in LIMCA BOOK OF RECORDS for memorizing world's           
toughest dictionary GRE Barrons, words with meanings & words with page           
numbers & words in a sequence A to Z and Z to A. He did the mountaineering                 
course at HMI, Darjeeling, where he was selected Best Trainee of the Course &              
awarded GOLD MEDAL. These seminars has been conducted Nationwide. He          
gave a wide idea about the following exam that related to engineering. IES, IAS,              
ESE, AEN, JEN, IPS, CIVIL Services, Government Services, etc. 

 

 

 

          2. Seminar on Grapho Therapy 
Grapho-therapy is the science by which the character of a person can be changed              
through changes in their handwriting by practice. He have feedback from many of             
his clients where they have expressed the changes they can actually feel within             
themselves after they have made the suggested changes in their handwriting The            
Guest lecture was taken by Mr. Naveen Toshniwal. He is an experienced person in              
Grapho Therapy. He gave a wide idea about the Grapho Therapy in which he              
explained the nature or future of students by simply understanding his\her           
hand-writing. 



 
 

3. Auto CAD Seminars 
In the life of a civil engineer the computer added designing plays an important              
role. In the concern of the CAD courses the civil department organized a seminar              
related to the CAD courses for students of Civil Engineering students with the             
help of “Lakshay engineering institute”. This institute helps people with learning           
CAD courses and helps them in various course related problems. The seminar was             
organized for student so that they can understand the benefits of that courses with              
their applications, like by the help of Auto Cad we can draft a plan of any kind of                  
building of structure, with the help of Stadd pro we can analyze a structure very               
easily, by Revit architecture we can prepare a building model etc. 
 



 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

        4. Intra Branch Technical Quiz 
A quiz competition was held on Tuesday for students of Civil Engineering, 3rd             
Year. The quiz contained questions from different disciplines of civil engineering.           
Namely Geotechnical Engineering, Concrete Technology, Building Materials,       
Survey and Strength of Materials. Students actively participated in the quiz           
competition and after a competitive fight between both the sections the final            
points  table  indicated  that  the  leading  team  was  „A‟  section.  
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

  

 

 

     5. IT Hackathon 3.0 

Aroma of Hackathon 3.0 can be felt in the college campus from its various pre activities                 
and workshops that are going on. On 18th Sept 2019, IT Hackathon 3.0 team organized a                
session on 'Introduction to Web' in association with the department's OSD team where             
the enthusiastic students were introduced to the world of website development. Students            
of OSD team gave the audience step by step instructions on how they can create and style                 
a webpage. Basics of HTML and CSS were taught along with certain add-ons. Video              
tutorials of these made the grasping ultra smooth. The team also suggested different text              
editors that can be used. They also gave an introduction to templates to make their               
websites appealing. Certain thing in web development arena was also shared.           
Simultaneous doubt clearing sessions made the workshop exceptionally interesting. The          
keen faces clearly mentioned their motivation and curiosity to learn in the session.             
Everyone thanked the OSD team for their support. The show ended on a happy note with                
a happy feedback from the listeners. 

 



 

 

 

6. Industrial Visit / Site Visit 
An Industrial visit was organized for 3rd year students of Sewage treatment Plant.             
The objective of the Industrial visit was to acknowledge the student about Sewage             
treatment plant and to give them practical knowledge about how the sewage water             
is being treated. These days and is being used in agriculture. By this, they will be                
able to solve the common engineering problem related to treatment of water occur             
in an Engineer’s life. Industrial Visit is considered as one of the tactical methods              
of teaching interaction, working methods and employment practices, Moreover, it          
gives exposure from academic point of view. Main aim of industrial visit is to              
provide an exposure to students about practical working environment. They also           
provide students a good opportunity to gain gull awareness about engineering           
practices.  
 
 
 
 
 



 
  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 



 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

7. Angular Workshop 

The workshop was very informative to introduce the B.tech student about the industry practices which               
are used in Modern Front end development (Angular Framework). The instructor started the workshop              
by introducing students the modern Javascript (ES6) syntax. He also explained the Typescript             
Language on which the angular is based. After that the instructor explained the Angular Framework               
how it works behind the scene. After that he explained the custom component building in angular,                
nesting the components by making a sample ecommerce site project. Through that project he also               
explained string interpolation, property binding, data binding, event binding, two -way databinding,            
how to use directives in angular effectively. Then he introduced students the routing concept in angular.                
In the end he explained the integration of application programming interface (API) in the angular               
project to get the data from web. The instructor also awarded the students about the current opportunity                 

in the industry regarding angular jobs. 

 
 

 
 



                          
 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

8.  MATLAB Workshop  

A guest lecture has been conducted by Jaipur Engineering College and Research Centre, Jaipur on                

04 September 2019. This lecture was taken by Sh. Bhawani Singh from Prime Vision Automation               

Solutions, Jaipur. Prime Vision Automation Solutions is working in the field of industrial             

automation, solar PV system and robotics sector. The lecture was on the introduction and              

application of MATLAB. The speaker explained about the working and tools of MATLAB and told               

the students about the uses of MATLAB in mechanical engineering. It was concluded with some               

examples in MATLAB. At the end of session, he answered the queries by the students. They also                 

offered the students 3-days workshop program, which will help them in the learning of the software. 

              

 



 

 

9. Practical Applications and Industrial Uses of Mechanical Cad 
  

A Guest Lecture was arranged by the mechanical engineering department of JECRC, Jaipur on               

the Practical Applications and Industrial Uses of Mechanical CAD. This lecture was delivered by              

Business Coach of CADD center, Mr. Rajeev Bhargava, to the students of III year. He started with                 

the future demands of Machine Automation in Industries with the need of Robotics in machine               

development. 

He also stated that the man power will not reduce for the upcoming future in industries as the                  

artificial intelligence switches into the industries. He explained us about the importance of CAD,              

Solidworks and different simulation software. Mr. Bhardwaj also explained the needs of companies             

like TCS, GAIL, SAIL etc. and also told us about the Product Management, CREO, Plant Design                

Management and their Industrial applications. At last he demonstrated 3D printer and its sample              

products. 

 

 
 



        

 

 



10. Mechanical CAD 

Guest Lecture was organized by our college Jaipur Engineering College and Research Centre,             

Jaipur. It was presented by Sh. Rajeev Bhargava, Business Coach of CADD Center Jaipur. He told                

us about various software, which are very essential for a life of mechanical engineer. He elaborated                

various things about AutoCAD, SOLIDWORKS, Machine Drawing, and 3-D Printing etc. 

CADD Center Jaipur is providing a good platform to the students of JECRC by providing training                

of these software within the college campus that is a huge opportunity for college students to learn                 

these software’s at their doorstep. He shared his life experiences with the students. He also               

interacted with students and told that his institution will help them at any stage of life when the                  

student will need help in this field. 

 

11. Careers In Automotive Industries 

Mr. Harsh Babel is one of our alumni who is a pass-out of 2010 mechanical batch. Initially, he was                    

employed with Honda, R&D India Pvt Ltd Gurgaon in engineering design department and gained an               

experience of 2 years. Later, he joined Bharat Seat Ltd which is Tier one supplier for Maruti Suzuki.                  

He was associated with it for 5 years. He is currently working in Daimler India commercial vehicle                 

he is a senior manager in the R&D department. He conducted a wonderful interactive session about                

the careers in automotive industries and the changes which have occurred in last some years. The                

https://www.facebook.com/babel.harsh?__tn__=%2CdKH-R-R&eid=ARCbPdJhdUXUYR9BnZce9Y2oUMjgscp_CK40KIgpIN_OHd109bkjn8VXDxWzR1LJfZf8OdPOUQNNdnKH&fref=mentions


students interacted with him clarifying their doubts and asking interesting questions. The session             

was very informative and engaging where all the students got to learn about the importance of                

summer training and project. The students showed their active and energetic involvement and learnt              

a lot about their career in automotive industries. 

 

 

 

  



  

 

 

12. Business 4.0 Workshop By TCS  
 
A workshop on Business 4.0 was organized by Tata Consultancy Services (TCS) at JECRC FOUNDATION.               
TCS is an IT services, consulting and business solutions organization that has been our partners for the last                  
many years. Business 4.0 is the next wave of change breaking over organizations across the world. It is a                   
framework of business behaviors that optimizes the digital advantage to create customer value. Mr Rajit               
Sikka, Head Academic Relations India North and Mr Ajay Singh (Subject Expert Business 4.0 at TCS)                
enlightened our students about the latest in Information Technology. JECRC organizes such industry             
interface workshops regularly to help our students be better prepared for the upcoming placement drives.               
Business 4.0 explores how firms are leveraging disruptive technologies to navigate behavioral changes in the               
business and have recognized technology pillars that enable these behavior 

 

 

 



 

13. Saksham  
 

JECRC, Ministry of Petroleum And Natural Gas, GAIL and PCRA organised an awareness event              
named SAKSHAM 2020 at the JECRC campus. Activities like debates and GDs were conducted              
on the topic of fuel conservation. Shri Deepak Gupta (Dy Director PCRA, Rajasthan), Shri P.K.               
Dey (GM) and Shri Pankaj K. Srivastava (Dy GM), GAIL were the honored dignitaries of the                
event. Dr. Vinay Chandna, Principal, JECRC, Dr. M. P. Singh, HoD, Mechanical Dept. & Dr.               
Sandeep Vyas, HoD, Electronics & Communication Dept. addressed the gathering on the various             
environment preservation initiatives of JECRC. 
The topic of GD was "Conserve Fuel Save Future". Activities like debates and group discussion               
enhance the communication skills and implant leadership quality in the students. Dr. Manish             
Shrivastava (SDO) motivated the students by his words of wisdom. He also appreciated the              
initiative taken by the Jecrc students of various departments. 
The Event was judged by Ms. Yogita Ma'am (EC Deptt), Ms. Preeti Ma'am (ME Dept.) 
The dignitaries hugely appreciated the efforts of JECRC and introduced the audience to various              
government schemes in this direction. They also presented the winners of the debate & GD               
competitions with attractive prizes. The event ended with vote of thanks by Dr. Fauzia Siddiqui. 

 

 

 



 

 



14. Alumni Session For Placement Training On 22 Aug 
 

Alumni sessions were organized by mechanical department on 24 Aug & 27 Aug for the students                
eligible for upcoming placement drive of Accenture. 
Two sessions were organized in this session and our Alumni were among the motivational              
speakers. In first session Mr. Dharmesh motivated the students and gave them the tips &               
techniques to get through the placements. 
The second session . was given by Mr. Aditya Singh Rajawat . Our Alumni shared their                
experience of getting placed & the beautiful journey they had in JECRC and told the to believe in                  
yourself and to remember if the situation is not going according to you than pick yourself up,                 
remind yourself why you’re amazing, and try again for a new role. Students were really thankful to                 
Mechanical Dept. and specially to Mr. Kuldeep Sharma & Mr. Akhil Vijay for organising such               
motivational sessions 

 
 

 
 



 

15. Pre-Placement Interdepartmental Training 
 

A pre- placement drill was organized 19 Aug-3 Sep following the previous mock drill to get                
through the students with actual placement procedures. Different rounds were held for which             
faculties of the department were appointed to take the Technical, HR and Group discussions.              
Students were given grading accordingly and were told about the improvements needed. These             
kind of activities have helped student in knowing their weak and strong points and how to work                 
out on them. 

 

 



 

 



16. Digital Marketing 

A guest lecture was arranged for students of 6th semester students of mechanical             
engineering by Global Centre of Digital Marketing (GCDM), Jaipur taken by Mr.            
Ravindra Dhewa on February 14, 2020. Mr. Dhewa is Owner and Founder of             
GCDM and having 10 years’ experience in the field. He explained us Role of Digital               
Marketing in Modern Era. He told us the importance of digital marketing and the              
way we can promote our brand on social media. He shared many different social              
media platforms for promotion. We all are very grateful to Global Centre of Digital              
Marketing (GCDM), Jaipur for this lecture as it helps us to understand the             
Importance and Role of Digital Marketing. 

 

 

 

 



 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    Extra-Curricular Events 

1. 4FOX Startup  
 

Organized by Rural Technology Business Incubator (RTBI), a launch event was held for 4Fox, a               
startup of JECRC. 4Fox launched its official logo and disclosed that it has generated a revenue of                 
more than one million in last year. In the event Shri. Arpit Agrawal, Director JECRC announced                
that JECRC has been selected for a grant of INR 2 Crores by MSME, Govt. of India. He                  
encouraged the students to build their own start-ups and contribute to the Make in India movement.                
Experts from the fields of Robotics and Embedded Systems, Augmented and Virtual Reality, PLC              
and SCADA, and Rapid Prototyping using 3D were also invited to address the gathering. A               
cleanliness program with the mission of Plastic Free Campus in 1000 days was also launched by                
Soch & Fruitfull JECRC. 

 



 

2. Curtain Raiser—Au Marathon 
 

As an organization that shoulders its responsibility towards the idea of a clean & healthy Jaipur, we                 
are proud to be a partner of AU Jaipur Marathon. As a curtain raiser to the marathon, a fun &                    
fitness activity was conducted today in the campus wherein RJ Anirudh & Mr. Shahrukh from               
Fusion Dance Group kept JECRCians on their toes as students danced their way to              
fitness. JECRC Foundation is committed to mark its powerful presence in the marathon on              
02.02.2020 

 

 



 

3. BOL 2.O 
 

The words have the power to turn around the world, if not for all, definitely for one. From the                   
stage of BOL 2.0 organized in JECRC Foundation by Atrangi group, such words were shared. On                
24th and 25th September, the prelims round witnessed heart-wrenching performances of over 100             
poets. These were selected after the audio round and were judged by eminent poet and writers, Mr                 
Rishi Dixit and Mr Dhanraj Dadhich. 15 top performers who made the halls reverberate with               
echoes of applause were chosen for the Grand Finale to be conducted on 27th September. 
Put a strong voice out there, and the world is bound to listen to you. BOL 2.0, an open mic                    
competition conducted by Atrangi. The Dream Follower group of JECRC witnessed huge            
participation of such voices. The 15 finalists were judged a panel of esteemed guests              
including Kavi Abdul Gaffar, Mrs Madhuri Muskan Sharma (Kaviyitri) and Mr Suresh            
Albela (Laughter Challenge Winner). To grace the event and inspire the trend of art and culture in                 
the institution, Shri Amit Agrawal and Shri Arpit Agrawal (Director JECRC) were present along              
with other dignitaries Shri OP Jain, Shri Pramod Kumar Tiwari, Dr Vinay Chandna (Principal              
JECRC) and Mrs Rekha Mithal (Faculty Coordinator Atrangi). The participants were also            
encouraged by the phenomenal presence of RJ Shonali who studded the event with sparkling              
energy. In a tough war of words and expressions, Mr Hemant Kumawat was declared the winner                
and Mr Kartik Chandna stood at the runner up position. It's the poets and writers who awaken the                  
masses and call for action, and it is us who need to listen. 
 

   



 
 

        



 


